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Mumbai Express (2005) Part - 14 l Bollywood Comedy Hindi Movie l Kamal Haasan, Manisha Koirala. As a child, Kamash had only 2 brothers and one sister. He was very poor and was brought up by his prostitute mother. He was invited to his niece's wedding. This was taken advantage of by his uncle, who cheated on the girl and married her. After some time, a murder occurred and Kamash managed to prove his innocence and was
acquitted. The film did not generate as much interest as The Naive Romantic (1988). In my opinion, Bollywood somehow cannot stand the seriousness and expressiveness in the cinema. He avoids this on reflexes and chooses the game, facial expressions and gestures. On the other hand, if we take Indian cinema, we can see that Bollywood still stands in the west. Ordinary Indians are very educated and always look at a person as the one and
only. The main thing is not to be one of the many and not pay attention to such films, to which most Indians react, approximately, like emo to watching trash. 3. Indian film Silent Melody (2005), directed by Amitabh Bachchan. If I didn't know who we are talking about, I would think that we are talking about the movie "127 hours". The story itself is pretty much the same. If serious films were shot in Indian cinema, then these were either

films on historical or philosophical topics, or disaster films. Examples of the former include Star Wars Episode 7 and A Star Is Born (2007). The second can be called, for example, a film about Cuba "They Can't Cry" (2009), which eventually became a cult film a year later. But the third, as I understand it, was originally filmed as a film-caricature of Indian films. In any case, when talking about a girl who moves to another city in search of
friends, the director did not pay more attention to her than to any other character. In the end, the result was not as expected. The film-caprice, the film-whim turned out to be quite amusing and funny. And if you've watched The Birth Star, you'll most likely recognize yourself in the title role. 4. Indian comedy My Subjekt (2001) Bollywood Movies. The second film in the story is the sequel to the film
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